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● Purpose: Have method for supporting 
content aware resizing for videos as well 
as images.

● Key Ideas:
○ Improved Seam Carving

■ remove 2D seam manifolds from 3D-
space-time volumes

○ Multi-operator Media Retargeting
■ Combine several operators together 

to resize image

Overview



Improved Seam Carving for 
Video Retargeting



- Improved Seam Carving -  

Other purposed methods
●  Independently apply seam carving to each frame 

and resize it.
○ Lack of coherency

    



- Improved Seam Carving -  
Other purposed method

● Static seams-find max energy projection to use to carve 
same set of seams for all the frames

○ doesn't work well for complex scenes
■ moving camera, multiple motions



- Improved Seam Carving - 

Solution: treat video as 3D cube and extend 
seam carving to 2D manifolds in 3D volume



- Improved Seam Carving - 

Seam Carving using Graph Cuts: 
● For images

neighbors



- Improved Seam Carving - 

Seam Carving on Videos using Graph Cuts: 
●  Define grid-like graph
● consider the X x T planes in cube and use same graph construction 

as in X x Y for images include backward diagonal infinity arcs
○ S (source) and T (sink) nodes created and connected both sides
○  S/T cut - partitioning of the nodes in the graph 



- Improved Seam Carving - 

Artifacts still show



- Improved Seam Carving - 

Forward energy in Graph Cuts



- Improved Seam Carving - 

Forward energy in Graph Cuts
● examine slices in 3D cube depending on 

seam direction
● define cost of every pixel removal as the 

new temporal pixel-edges created
● create arcs between nodes in the graph 

between time-steps with appropriate costs 
exactly as in X x Y domain 



- Improved Seam Carving - 

Results



- Improved Seam Carving: Results - 

Figure 10



- Improved Seam Carving: Results - 

Figure 10



- Improved Seam Carving: Results - 

Figure 14: Cases where forward 
energy fails.



Multi-operator 
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- Multi-operator Media Retargeting- 



- Multi-operator Media Retargeting- 

● Multi-Operator Sequences
○ First define resizing space as conceptual 

multi-dimensional space combining several 
retargeting operators.
■ Given image I of size (w,h), define the 

resizing space as the space spanned by 
any subset of n types of retargeting 
operators, each one in width and height



- Multi-operator Media Retargeting- 

Figure 4: An example of a resizing space of an image using only changes in width by 
scaling, cropping and seam carving. Different retargeting results can be achieved using 
different multi-operator sequences represented by paths in the space



- Multi-operator Media Retargeting- 

● There are many ways to retarget an image to 
a particular size.

● Note: resizing operators 
are not commutative

● Propose a novel similarity measure between 
images that is termed Bi-Directional Warping



- Multi-operator Media Retargeting- 

● Bi-Directional Warping uses variant of DTW
○ Dynamic Time Warp

■ Finds optimal matching between two 1-D sequences s 
and t

■ Constraints
■ the first and last elements of t must be matched to 

that of s
■ all elements of t and s must be used in the warp 

path
■ warp must be monotonic

○ Bi-directional
■ allows algorithm to insert gaps in the warp
■ want single match that minimizes warping cost



- Multi-operator Media Retargeting- 



- Multi-operator Media Retargeting- 



- Multi-operator Media Retargeting- 

○ compute optimal path in n dimensional resizing 
space

○ store in each step the cost of operator that best 
preserves image

○ extend to videos using key frames



- Multi-operator Media Retargeting- 

Results



- Multi-operator Media Retargeting: Results- 



- Multi-operator Media Retargeting: Results- 



The End



Extras



Energy Equations

For Static Seams



Discussion
What causes forward energy to fail in these examples?
Would these fare better with the previous seam carving 
algorithm?



Discussion
What causes forward energy to fail in these examples?
Would these fare better with the previous seam carving 
algorithm?

textured background more important than bicyclist/matchbox



Discussion
Another forward energy limitation example:

"due to the nature in which the camera and objects are moving"

What kind of camera/object movement would cause these 
artifacts?



Discussion

Source:
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Discussion

The authors of "Multi-operator Media Retargeting" present user 
study data to back their claim that multiple operators for 
resizing is better than using a single one. 

How valid are the conclusions drawn from this study?


